Abstract
Introduction
Throughout this work we will use distribution tails and denote them, for example, F(t) = F(t, oo), where F is a finite nonnegative measure. For convenience, the distributions will have all their support on [0, oo) . In application, these may be probability distributions (that is, total measure equal to 1) but we will not always assume so. Our convention is that integrals will exclude (include) the lower (upper) endpoint. The exception to this rule is when the lower endpoint is zero or for F(0) = F [0, oo) . If a function A(t) is regularly varying with exponent p, we f n = F{n) and / " • / " = F* F{n), /1 = 0,1,2
That is, F e S a if /" ~ e a f n+l and /"*/" ~ 2df n . They gave another, similar, definition for densities of an absolutely continuous F. In their first paper, they use a Banach algebra approach to demonstrate (1.1) If F G S a then d = m, where m= T e a "F{du). Chover, Winger and Ney (1973a, b) also verify (1.1) for the "global" version, where S a is as we have defined it, in terms of distribution tails. Rudin (1973) and Embrechts (1983) have given a real analytic proof for the lattice version of (1.1). In this paper, Theorem 2.9 provides an elementary real analytic proof for the distribution tails version. Embrechts' lattice version is a special case. However, the version for densities is not (see the Conclusion).
In the course of pursuing this objective we devise a technique to calculate asymptotic relationships between convolution tails, which enables us to obtain several other known or partially known results with ease. In particular, Theorem 2.13 states in its most complete form a result for the measure H = £~ X n F* n ,
namely that with appropriate conditions on X n , the following are equivalent.
(i) Fe S a ._ (ii) H ~ cF where c = 1% n\ n m"~\
( i i i ) / / G S a and F* o(H).
That (i) implies (ii) is the main objective in Chover, Wainger and Ney (1973a, b) . Embrechts, Goldie and Veraverbeke (1979) and Embrechts and Goldie (1982) prove the equivalency for special cases of X n . Rudin (1973) and Embrechts (1983) also prove (i) implies (ii) for lattice F. Embrechts and Goldie (1980) Feller (1971, page 278) states that this holds for distributions with regularly varying tails. Embrechts and Goldie (1980) show that if F x G S o , then sup, F x (t)/F 2 (t) < oo suffices. In fact, for Fj G S a , it is sufficient to have F x /F 2 G RV p for some p. This and a more general condition appear in Theorem 3.5.
Convolution equivalency
We state at the outset that the reader should keep Theorem 2.9 in mind when considering results 2.5 through 2.8 in this section. Once Theorem 2.9 has been proved we will restate these in a more precise form. Many of these have been proven elsewhere, but only after Theorem 2.9 was verified. Our approach is to work in the other direction.
We start with several lemmas. (i) (Embrechts and Goldie, 1982) The transforms w y (y) = }*e yu Fj(du) have their singularity at y = a.
PROOF, (ii) Although this has been observed by several authors, we repeat it because it is such a basic result. Write (t) w h i c h p r o v e s (i).
(ii) A p p l y (2.1) recursively, w i t h F x = F, F 2 = f * n l . T h u s
Hence ^(r -M) < (1 + e)e a "H(t) and limsup ^^i < , « " .
In case a = 0, then H e L 0 follows because i / is nonincreasing.
Although we have not given sufficient conditions here for H to be in L a (except when a = 0), we will later show that under certain assumptions F e S a implies H e S a . The next lemma, a new result, is the basis for all our later results. (ii) / / F : ~ F 3 W F 2 ~ ,F 4 , ?/ie« F x * F 2 -F 3 * F 4 + (wi 2 -w 4 )F 3 + PROOF. We will prove only (i). The proof for (ii) uses a double application of (i) and an appeal to Lemma 2.1(ii).
We may write
Thus for / > 2s,
Again for large s,
Fixing 5, we may choose t large enough so that
From (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) we thus have 
PROOF. The first two relationships are straightforward applications of Lemma 2.4(ii). The third follows immediately from the second.
We see, therefore, that S a is closed under asymptotic tail equivalency.
n < a n F (F* n > a n F), where
(ii) Assume F* F < 2dF. The proof is by induction and is similar when F* F > 2dF. Suppose F* n < a n f. Then using Lemma 2.4(i) and Lemma 2.1(ii),
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700029633
Once we establish that d = w, we will also be able to show that F*" ~ nm"~1F is equivalent to F £ S a . (See Corollary 2.11.)
PROOF. The proof is valid whether k = 0 or k > 0. Since
However, we also have
The proof of the next lemma follows that of a similar lemma in Chover, Wainger and Ney (1973b 
The conclusion obviously holds for n = 1. We continue by induction. For t ^ t 0 ,
(9]
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F(t).
We come now to our first major result, a new proof of a theorem by Chover, Wainger and Ney (1973a use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700029633
Since k x must increase with X, it is clear from (2.5) and (2.6) that X o = 1/(2d -m) and that for all X < X o , H x ~ k x F for some finite k x . Let But this is certainly not true for arbitrary X. Therefore we must conclude that d = m.
The proof by Chover, Wainger and Ney uses Banach algebra elements and relations defined by asymptotic tails. It is similar to our proof in that it also shows certain relationships must hold in a range defined by m. However, it uses complex valued transforms and Cauchy's theorem. Additionally, they prove part of our Theorem 2.13 before proving d = m. Embrechts (1983) gives another theorem similar to Theorem 2.9, except that it refers to the probabilities /" = F{ n} of a distribution with mass on the integers. His proof relies on a real analytic theorem by Rudin (1973J. ( The remarks following Theorem 2.13 apply equally well to Corollary 2.11, which is a special case.
LEMMA 2.12 (CHOVER, WAINGER AND NEY, 1973b). If F & S a , then for each e > 0 and some K e , F*"(t) < K e (m + e)"-l F(t) alln, all t.
PROOF. Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 2.9.
The next theorem both strengthens and generalizes the known results for distributions of random sums. (
(
ii) H ~ cFforc = T,?nX n m nl . ( i i i ) / / e S a and F * o(H).
PROOF. That (i) implies (ii) follows by dominated convergence using Corollary 2.11 and Lemma 2.12. By Corollary 2.5, it immediately follows that (i) implies (iii).
To show that ( In case a = 0, the assumption F e L 0 may be replaced by m = F(0) (and F e S o by F* F ~ 2mF, similarly for H). Indeed, as remarked following Lemma 2.2, F e L o is a consequence of F * F ~ 2wF(and H e L o of//*// ~ 2/7(0)//). The same remark allows us to use Corollary 2.6(i) to show (ii) implies (i). As Embrechts and Goldie (1982) point out, the requirement F £ L a when a > 0 seems to be related to the unsolved question of whether F * F ~ 2dF actually implies F e L a for some a. Chover, Wainger and Ney (1973) have already shown that (i) implies (ii) in Theorem 2.13, while Embrechts and Goldie (1982) and Embrechts, Goldie and Veraverbeke (1979) proved the equivalency of all three statements for the special cases where the X n are Poisson and geometric probabilities. We now show that for these cases and for the case H = F* n the assumption F # o(H) in (iii) is unnecessary.
COROLLARY 2.14. Suppose F e L a , H = £ £ X n F*" and H e S a . Then each of the following implies F e S a .
(i)lim n^0O sup(X J!+1 )/\ n < l/m.
(ii) For q = m H (F(0)/H(0)), Z.% X n {q + e)" < 00 for some e > 0.
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-H. m + e This contradiction demonstrates that F * o(H).
(ii) We assume without any loss that F(0) = 1, X o = 0 and £J° X n = 1 (so that /7(0) = 1, also). Since F(t) < F*"(t), then for all t, F(t) < I?\ n F*"(t) = â nd F*"(t) < fl 
Closure and factorization
This section primarily improves results in Embrechts and Goldie (1980) for subexponential distributions and generalizes them to include exponential tail distributions. We investigate two properties for distributions F } e S a , closure (under *): F l * F 2 e S a ,
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700029633 [14] We show in Theorem 3.4, as did Embrechts and Goldie for S o , that these properties are equivalent when both F x , F 2 G S a . Although we still cannot verify that S a is in fact closed under convolutions, we can provide fairly general conditions on F x and F 2 for which the property holds.
We start with a useful lemma. We now provide the primary theorem for this section. Under the assumption that F v F 2 e S o , Embrechts and Goldie (1980) proved a similar theorem, namely that (i), (ii) and (iv) are equivalent. In addition to proving the theorem for all classes S a , our contribution has been to weaken the assumptions and to weaken (ii) to (v PROOF. The condition on b is called the R-O variation property (Seneta (1976) , Appendix). Since x 0 < 1 < x v the values of x 0 and x x may be extended arbitrarily. We set K = sup,sup 1 / 2 < x < 2 b(xt)/b(t).
Thus, for 0 < u < t/2, (t-u) Thus fj * F 2 (0 ~ m^it) + m^F^t) and ^ * F 2 G Ŵ ith similar conditions, one may easily discuss tails of finitely many convolutions. Results for infinite convolutions are forthcoming in another paper.
Conclusion
Except for Theorem 3.5, all of our results relied on the Lemmas 2.1-2.4 and 2.8. These were the only results which required analytic proofs. This has made it possible to generalize results and, in particular to obtain a real analytic proof of the basic result, Theorem 2.9. Our method, however, relies heavily on the use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700029633 monotonicity of the distribution tails. Embrechts (1983) used the work of Rudin (1973) to get a real analytic proof when / is the atomic density of a lattice distribution F. Letting /" = F{n} and /"*/" = F*F{n}, then Embrechts' result is If /" ~ Rf n+l and / " * / " -2df n , then d = f R"f n . o However, it is also apparent that /" = F(n) -F(n + 1) ~ (1 -R)F(n). Thus, for R < 1, Embrechts' result is a special case of ours. Chover, Wainger and Ney (1973a) 
